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ABSTRACT
Peer assessment can expand the cognitive schemas of students, facilitate knowledge construction, and promote discussion and cooperative learning among students and their peers. In recent years, the application of the internet to conduct peer assessment activities has been widely implemented. The advantages of networked peer assessments over traditional paper assessments include greater anonymity, less paper consumption, and greater convenience for teachers in terms of monitoring student progress. However, students must possess adequate assessment professionalism in order to provide their peers with meaningful and constructive feedback. This study therefore introduced a mechanism to assign works to peers based on assessment professionalism. Under this mechanism, students review the work of their peers within the range of their assessment capabilities. This maintains students’ motivation to learn as they assess and observe the works of their peers and improves their learning effectiveness.
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INTRODUCTION

Research during the last decade has proved that peer assessment is an effective learning strategy that can expand the cognitive schemas of students, facilitate knowledge construction, and promote discussion and cooperative learning among students and their peers (Boud, Cohen & Sampson, 2001; Paulin & Haythornthwaite, 2016; Sung, Chang, Chang & Yu, 2010). In a peer assessment activity, students with similar backgrounds (e.g. same grade or class) are asked to assess one another’s works or learning achievements (Bostock, 2000; Topping, 1998; Topping & Ehly, 2001).

With the flourishing of the internet, an increasing number of peer assessment activities are being conducted via the internet or online systems, thereby forming networked peer assessment. The advantages of networked peer assessments over traditional paper assessments include greater anonymity, less paper consumption, and greater convenience for teachers in terms of monitoring student progress (Lin, Liu, & Yuan, 2001). Networked peer assessment platforms also make it convenient for students to make assessments, give feedback, and correct and improve their assignments. With anonymity, peer interactions can become...
more pleasant, and as they interact with and give feedback to one another, they can learn from those that are better than themselves, reflect on their shortcomings, correct their mistakes, and enhance their learning effectiveness.

The feedback information that students provide as they assess the works of their peers, including identifying problems, suggestions, detailed explanations of the shortcomings that they have found and the suggestions they give, and negative and positive comments, is significantly and positively correlated to their interest, self-efficacy, and performance in their own work (Lu & Law, 2012). Van Zundert, et al., (2012) also pointed out that training the assessment capabilities of students can effectively enhance their peer assessment skills, improve their learning effectiveness, and even motivate them in learning. Yang and Tsai (2010) further indicated that valid feedback information in peer assessments helps students become better at correcting and reflecting on their work. Li, Liu, and Zhou (2012) found that peer feedback, regardless of whether it is good or misleading, has a positive correlation with performance. Thus, incorporating networked peer assessments into student learning processes can enhance student learning effectiveness, provide students with the opportunity to observe the work of others and reflect on their own work, and hone their critical thinking skills.

During peer assessment activities, each student’s work is distributed to several peers who assess the work and offer suggestions on how it can be revised. Suggestions are then given to the author of the work, who revises and improves it. This process is referred to as a
round. A typical peer assessment activity generally requires at least three rounds (Tseng & Tsai, 2007). With the feedback from their peers, students contemplate how to make their work better, and by repeating this process, they increase their skill (Topping, 1998; Topping & Ehly, 2001). With mutual feedback, students can discover the mistakes or shortcomings in their work. Thus, the quality of feedback exerts significant influence on the effectiveness of peer assessment activities. Obviously, peer feedback can effectively enhance the performance of students in their work. Relevant research has also indicated that improving the quality of feedback makes students more willing to accept peer assessments, enhances their evaluation capabilities, and promotes fairness and professionalism in mutual assessment (Ng, 2016).

However, when students are unable to offer comments and opinions on the works of their peers, they often feel anxious and confused (Sutherland-Smith, 2002). Even if they are able to come up with some sort of a response, it generally lacks validity, is of no substantial help to the student whose work is being assessed, and may even be misleading.

We therefore developed an appropriate level recommendation mechanism in this study that enables students to review peer works within the range of their assessment capabilities. This helps maintain students’ motivation to learn as they assess and observe the works of their peers and improve their learning effectiveness.

Based on the research background and motives described above, the specific research questions that guided this study were as follows:

1. In networked peer assessment activities, does the proposed mechanism influence the validity of assessments among peers?
2. In networked peer assessment activities, does the proposed mechanism exert significant influence on learning effectiveness?

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

One of the most important factors influencing the effectiveness of peer assessment activities is the quality of peer comments and opinions. By giving comments and opinions on each other’s works, students can uncover the mistakes in their works and improve their performance. Studies have found that for students, finding mistakes in other people’s work is easier than finding those in their own. In addition, works that have undergone multiple revisions generally have higher quality than those marked and corrected by a single teacher (Hull, 1984; Cho & MacArthur, 2010; Lu & Law, 2012; Yang, Badger, & Yu, 2006). High-quality feedback can promote learning; in contrast, poor-quality feedback can hinder learning and even make students less willing to learn (Liang & Tsai, 2010; Mintzes, Wandersee, & Novak, 2005; Wen & Tsai, 2006). This shows that if students have inadequate assessment capabilities and professionalism, they will be unable to provide constructive suggestions on the works of others. Thus, the means of enhancing feedback quality is an issue that warrants further investigation.
The study conducted by Blain (2001) indicated that when students have been trained, they are more capable of giving their peers constructive feedback and benefiting from the feedback that they receive. This shows that training in textual comments helps students to give more effective and constructive feedback to their peers. Van Zundert et al. (2012) stated that assessment training effectively improves the peer assessment skills of students, helps students enhance their own learning effectiveness, and strengthens their motivation in learning. Yang and Tsai (2010) indicated that valid peer feedback and comments in peer assessments sharpen student skills in revision and reflection.

Most peer assessment activities in the general classroom are conducted in groups for the sake of convenience due to the greater numbers of students in a class, and these groups rarely change. In other words, the students are always reviewing the works of the same peers in each round. As students assess the same works in the same group over and over again, it is not surprising that they may feel that the task is tedious. After a few rounds, they can become impatient and make comments carelessly. This study therefore developed an appropriate level recommendation mechanism for networked peer assessment activities which incorporates a method of evaluating assessment professionalism to examine the quality of textual comments. The student whose work is being assessed gives peer reviewers different scores based on their comments. This score is the personal assessment professionalism score of the reviewer. The students are divided into groups based on these scores with the appropriate level recommendation mechanism, and then, they proceed to the next round of the peer assessment activity in their own group, respectively.

This study adopted a quasi-experimental design to determine whether the appropriate level recommendation mechanism influences the feedback quality and learning effectiveness of students during networked peer assessment activities. In the experiment, the students in the experiment group are regrouped based on their personal assessment professionalism score, and works are assigned using the proposed mechanism. In control group 1, an expert (a teacher) determines the assessment professionalism of the students and assigns works of the appropriate level for review. Control group 2 involves a typical networked peer assessment activity without any attempt to match works to assessment ability.

Lin et al. (2001) discovered that a networked peer assessment activity with two rounds was not sufficient to significantly enhance the learning effectiveness of students. Tsai et al. (2002) observed significant improvements in learning effectiveness after a networked peer assessment activity of three rounds. Other relevant studies on networked peer assessment have shown that three rounds is optimal (Lin, Liu & Yuan, 2002; Liu, Lin & Yuan, 2002). A higher number of rounds for mutual assessment and revision does not enhance work quality or learning performance any further and can make students weary and impatient. Moreover, if students have too many works to assess, it can overburden them.

We therefore implemented a networked peer assessment activity with three rounds in this study. Due to the greater number of students in a class, regarding the class as one group
would mean that each student would have more than 20 peer works to assess. For the sake of
convenience, we divided the students into groups of four, so each student was only required
to assess the works of three other students during each round.

The primary variables in this study are as follows:

1) Independent variables:

(a) Experiment group: applying proposed mechanism

The students were grouped based on their personal assessment professionalism
scores (Grades 1-4). During the first round, the students had not been assigned
personal assessment professionalism scores, so they were divided into groups
randomly. Starting from the second round, they were grouped based on the
personal assessment professionalism scores.

(b) Control groups:

- applying recommendations of the teacher
  The students were grouped based on personal assessment professionalism scores
  (Grades 1-4) given by an expert. Again, the students were divided into groups
  randomly in the first round. Starting from the second round, they were grouped
  based on the personal assessment professionalism scores produced in the first
  round. Theoretically, Control group 2 should have the best performance than the
  others due to students were grouped by the expert with excellent professional
  knowledge and rich teaching experience. That is, Control group 2 served as a
  benchmark for comparison for the experiment group.

- typical networked peer assessment
  The students were divided into groups randomly in the first round and remained
  in the same groups in the second and third rounds. This group served as a basis
  for comparison for the other groups

2) Dependent variables

(a) Review quality

During the process of the networked peer assessment activity, peer feedback
was divided into two portions: the assessed work and review comments; the review
quality here refers to a quality score given to the textual content of the reviewer's
comments and opinions.

(b) Peer assessment validity

In the networked peer assessment activity in this study, peer assessment
validity refers to a comparison of the scores given by a teacher and students to the
same work.
(c) Learning effectiveness

Learning effectiveness refers to the average grade of the student’s work received from the peers who reviewed the work.

(3) Control variables:

(a) All of the groups were taught by the same teacher.
(b) All of the groups were taught for the same amount of time.
(c) All of the groups were taught using the same teaching materials.

METHODOLOGY

Research participants

Due to limitations in time and manpower and the need to cooperate with the school administration, and for the sake of convenience in the experiment and investigation, three seventh-grade classes containing a total of 96 students in a public junior high school in Tainan City were selected as the research participants. With a class as the unit, these three classes were randomly selected from the seventh-grade and randomly designated as the experiment group, control group 1, and control group 2. The participating students needed no special computer skills. Before the teaching experiment, a learning effectiveness pre-test was administered. Analyzed using an independent t-test, the results showed no significant differences among the three groups of students in prior knowledge and entry behaviour.

Research instruments

(1) Assessment professionalism score scale

Before teachers implement peer assessment activities, they should first instruct students on how to make assessments. This will prevent low-quality feedback and widely varying assessment standards (Ploegh, Tillema & Seger, 2009; Rahimi & Hassani, 2012). Instructions on making assessments should include detailed grading standards (Smith, 2012; Sung, Chang, Chiou & Hou, 2005) and how to give grades. We referred to relevant research and conducted a qualitative analysis on the textual contents of meaningful comments and opinions. Positive and negative comments can be roughly divided into six categories:

(a) Positive:

- Pointing out shortcomings and giving concrete suggestions
  (For example: “These images are fuzzy and must be replaced with high resolution images”)
- Pointing out shortcomings but not giving concrete suggestions
  (For example: “These images are fuzzy”)
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• Not pointing out shortcomings but giving positive praise
  (For example: “You did well”)

(b) Negative:

• Giving meaningless and unspecific comments
  (For example: “The images are fuzzy”)
• Not pointing out any strengths or weaknesses and being negative and unfriendly
  (For example: “The images are so bad”)  
• Not giving any textual comments.
  (For example: “   …   ”)

After each round of peer assessment, the student whose work has been assessed will score the other three students in his or her group on their assessment professionalism based on the six major comment categories. The highest score is 5, and the lowest score is 0. We compiled this assessment professionalism scale to test the quality of student assessment reviews. The scale was discussed and adjusted by the teacher and three experts who were also teachers with more than 10 years for teaching computer experience to ensure expert validity.

**Networked Peer Assessment system**

We adopted Moodle (Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment) to construct the networked peer assessment system. Moodle is a free and open-source learning software platform and course management system. We also used XAMPP, which is a free and open-source installation instrument that integrates Apache webpage services with PHP, Perl, and MySQL and allows users to easily set up webpage servers on their own computers. After the completion of the environment for the networked peer assessment system, the teacher can create new courses on the system, including the name, theme, and time of the course. When a student logs in, the system displays the courses that he or she is taking and relevant information on said courses (**Figure 1**). The column on the right of the screen shows upcoming events to remind students of the due dates of their assignments or the time of peers’ assessment.

When the teacher finished teaching a unit, the students were given assignments. Once completed, the works were uploaded to the system platform (**Figure 2**) for the peer assessment activity.

Once all of the students had uploaded their work, the peer assessment activity for student works began. For the grading standards, this study referred to an assessment scale applied to assess digital portfolios (Yen & Hsiao, 2011) and revised it based on the teaching scenario in the experiment. The main purpose of this scale is to evaluate the grades of student works. The work assessment scale included four items: overall aesthetics, creativity and functionality, expressive techniques, and subject relevance. Each item accounted for 25 points with the total score of 100 points. The feedback of each work was not only the average scores
of peers but also the comments of work from each peer, who was required to give textual comments in the last part (Figure 3).

Then, the student would receive all the three peers’ scores and comments for his/her work, the student furtherly made assessments based on the six rating standards in the assessment professionalism score for each peer according to the peer’s review quality, which refers to a quality score given to the textual content of the reviewer’s comments and opinions. Such a score should be subjective only depending on the student’s judgment of the usefulness for improving his/her work. After the above assessment process, students could see their
works and their personal assessment professionalism score in the networked peer assessment system (Figure 4).
Activity design and implementation process

The formal experiment was preceded by a preparatory phase, in which the teacher arranged the teaching activities for a lesson and then had the students upload their completed works to the system. This was followed by three rounds of anonymous peer assessment with multiple revisions and mutual assessments. The purpose of this phase was to familiarize the students with the system, train them in making assessments, and give them a clearer idea of the connotations of the grading standards.

After the preparatory phase, the formal experiment began, using nine class periods to perform three rounds of peer assessment. After teaching the lesson, the teacher had the students complete their works (Figure 5) and upload them to the system, where the students assess each other’s works (Figure 6). Next, after each work was assessed by three other students, the author of the work evaluated the comments given by the three students and gave each reviewer an assessment professionalism score. Thus, each student would receive an assessment professionalism score from each of the students whose works they had assessed. The average of these three scores was their personal assessment professionalism score. In the experiment group, the personal assessment professionalism scores generated in the first round served as the basis for regrouping the students in the second round of peer assessment. In the third round, the students in the experiment group were regrouped again based on the personal assessment professionalism scores generated in the second round. The regrouping method of control group 1 was identical to that of the experiment, the difference being that the personal
assessment professionalism scores in each round were determined by an expert (the teacher). In control group 2, the groups remained the same in all three rounds.

RESULTS

Analysis of review quality

In peer assessment activities, expert validity can serve as a suitable indicator of the appropriateness or professionalism of peer assessments, which makes it an external indicator. The use of criterion-related validity to obtain the correlation coefficient of expert and student assessments is called validity analysis. We therefore adopted the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient to gauge the consistency between expert and student assessments of textual comments in the networked peer assessment activity. As shown in Table 1, the results of the analysis show a significant and positive correlation between expert and student assessments of textual comments with p<0.01, thereby indicating consistency between the two. Analysis of the expert and student assessments of textual comments in the second and third rounds revealed increased correlation coefficients, which mean an increasingly higher degree of consistency between expert and student assessments. The same phenomenon was exhibited.
between assessments made by the expert and the students in control group 1, which indicates consistency between expert and student assessments of textual comments, as shown in Table 2.

In contrast, the analysis of assessments made by the expert and the students in control group 2 presented Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients equaling 0.653**, 0.565**, and 0.833** in the first, second, and third rounds, respectively. Although all three coefficients indicate positive and significant correlation, the correlation coefficient in the second round is somewhat lower, while that in the third round is higher. This means that the ratings given by students in control group 2 are unstable, as shown in Table 3.
Learning effectiveness analysis

(1) Validity analysis of student and expert assessments

As can be seen in Table 4, the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients of the assessments made by the expert and the students in the experiment group in the three rounds were 0.689**, 0.712**, and 0.724**, respectively. This means that significant and positive correlations exist in all three rounds and that the expert and student assessments are relatively consistent. Starting from the second round, the students were grouped based on the proposed mechanism for the peer assessment activities. The increase in the correlation coefficient shows that the expert and student assessments became increasingly consistent. Similarly, the results in Table 5 show consistency between the assessments made by the expert and the students in control group 1. The correlation coefficients show moderate to high degrees of correlation.

However for control group 2, Table 6 shows that while a positive and significant correlation exists between expert and student assessments in the first round, the correlation coefficient began to decrease in the second round, indicating a declining degree of consistency between expert and student assessments. In the third round, no significant correlation existed. In talks with the students afterwards, they revealed that assessing the same works repeatedly was boring. In the beginning, they wanted to point out weaknesses and give concrete suggestions, but some students whose works were being assessed did not take the suggestions to heart or make any serious improvement. No longer wanting to review the works in earnest, the students making the assessments therefore gave grades and opinions at random. This
(2) Differences in learning effectiveness within experiment group and control groups

A paired-samples t-test was used to determine whether the learning effectiveness of the students in the experiment group and the control groups increased significantly. The results in Table 7 show that learning effectiveness increased in all three groups during the three rounds. Nevertheless, the students in the experiment group and control group 1 displayed significantly greater progress than those in control group 2, which means that applying the proposed mechanism to peer assessment activities results in much greater learning effectiveness and motivation in students.

(3) Differences in learning effectiveness among experiment group and control groups

Using a one-way ANOVA to perform a post-hoc analysis on the learning effectiveness of the students in the experiment group and control groups revealed significant differences in the first round. As the students in all three groups were randomly divided into groups during the first round, this shows that the three groups had different starting points. We therefore eliminated the grades of the first round, using it as a covariate for the three groups. With the
three groups as independent samples, we performed a one-way ANCOVA. **Table 8** displays the results of a regression coefficient homogeneity test for the second round. The F statistic equals 0.757 and \( p = 0.396 > 0.05 \), which means that the results did not reach the statistical level of significance and indicates that while the slopes of the regression lines of the three groups are identical, the students in the experiment group presented significantly greater learning effectiveness than those in control group 2 during the third round (**Table 9**).

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

In networked peer assessment activities, students must have adequate assessment professionalism in order to provide their peers with meaningful feedback. It is therefore necessary to teach students how to give meaningful and constructive comments before peer assessment activities so as to enhance review quality, improve student performance, and increase their willingness to learn. Based on the empirical analysis of the teaching experiment results in this study, we arrived at three conclusions as follows.

**Expert and student assessments of works display a certain degree of consistency**

With or without an appropriate level recommendation mechanism, the assessments made by students in the three rounds of the peer assessment activity presented moderate to high correlation with the assessments made by experts. This indicates a certain degree of consistency between expert and student assessments.

**The degree of consistency between expert and student assessments gradually declined**

The results of this study show that using an appropriate level recommendation mechanism resulted in significant correlation between expert and student assessments in every round. During the first round, the assessments made by experts and students in control group 2 displayed moderate correlation. However, the degree of correlation gradually declined starting from the second round. We speculate that this is because the students in control group 2 reviewed the same works in every round, and sometimes suggestions were not adopted. This bored and displeased the students making assessments, causing them to
make comments at random and reducing the coefficient of correlation between expert and student assessments.

**The proposed mechanism can enhance the learning effectiveness of students**

Strengthening the personal assessment professionalism of students during peer assessment activities through training gives them the ability to review works, identify weaknesses, and give constructive suggestions, which provides the students whose works are being assessed with meaningful feedback with which to revise and perfect their work. This is consistent with the views of Van Zundert et al. (2010); they believe that training assessment capabilities can effectively enhance the peer assessment skills of students, which in turn improves their personal academic achievements and even generates greater motivation to learn.

**Suggestion**

Although the results of this study indicate that networked peer assessment activities aided by an appropriate level recommendation mechanism can make the assessment capabilities of students highly consistent with those of experts, teachers cannot leave the task of assessment to students entirely. Full participation is still required of teachers as well as their assistance and timely guidance to students. This study only investigated a junior high school practical course on information technology. It is suggested that teachers employ the approach used in this study to other subjects. We believe that not only will an appropriate level recommendation mechanism enhance the assessment professionalism of students, but the peer assessment learning experience will also greatly benefit students in the future.
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